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Deuce Drone Receives Inaugural Investment 
Award from the Innovation Portal Incubator 

 
 

MOBILE, ALABAMA (February 22, 2021) – Deuce Drone today announced that it has received 
a $50,000 investment as part of the inaugural Portal Fund a nonprofit investment fund for early-
stage ventures in the South Alabama region with high-growth potential.  The Portal Fund is 
managed by the Innovation Portal, a Mobile, Alabama based non-profit incubator.   
 
“We are very proud of the Deuce Drone team for coming so far so fast” said Rhett Ross, CEO of 
Deuce Drone.  “Receiving this award out of a field of 20 local Alabama companies reflects the 
hard work of our team and the achievements made by them in a short amount of time.”  
 
Deuce Drone began its technical development in April 2020 with the objective of designing 
software, package management systems, customer apps and other technology that would allow 
unmanned aerial systems (drones) to safely deliver packages between businesses and 
customers.  The funds provided by this investment will be used to accelerate its development 
activities leading to revenue trials of its service offerings in 2021. 
 
About Deuce Drone: Deuce Drone solves the last mile delivery problem for “brick and mortar” 
retailers by enabling drone shipment from existing stores.  Leveraging clients’ current 
infrastructure, we design, build, and operate drone delivery systems, transforming retail stores 
into customer fulfillment centers.  Deuce Drone provides a cost-effective, technology-driven 
solution for same-day delivery that allows retailers to compete with major e-commerce players.  
 
Find Deuce Drone: www.deucedrone.com, Deuce Drone ← Netcapital, and LinkedIn (Post | 
Feed | LinkedIn). 
 
About Innovation Portal: Innovation Portal is a nonprofit incubator and innovation hub 
accelerating startup growth in southwest Alabama and the central Gulf Coast. Innovation Portal 
provides a growth focused space and community for entrepreneurs, innovators, and creatives to 
connect. In addition to amazing work space, we provide targeted programming to encourage 
successful launch, development, and scaling of local ventures. 
 
Find Innovation Portal: www.innovation-portal.com and on Twitter , Facebook, Instagram, and 
LinkedIn. 
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